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Abstract 
DOA estimation and source localization are problems of great interest m applications of array 
signal processlng to RADAR, SONAR, astronomy, seismology etc Signals from several 
sources distributed in space are received by an array of sensors Estimation techniques 
utilize lnformatlon provied by the sampled spatlal structure of the wave-field to estlmate 
the DOA There exlst many array processlng techniques in hterature for DOA estimation 
But, the performance of every DOA estimation technique su£Eers a progressive degradation 
as the slgnal-to-noise ratio at the array lnput is decreased In practice, we come across 
many situations whereln SNR is very low at the sensor array T h s  thesls is concerned with 
improving the performance of DOA estimation and source localization techluques at low 
SNR, especially in non-Gausslan nolse 
In this thesls, we have explored the possibility of improving the performance of source 
* 
localization techniques by enhancing the SNR at the sensor array, without alterlng the 
estlmatlon technique. This can be done by denoising the signal from tlae sensor array before 
performing the task of localization In the last few years, there has been considerable progress 
in the use of the wavelet transform for denolsing signals Wavelet denolsing has proven to 
be an exellent method of SNR enhancement for signals m Gaussian noise But, in many 
application areas, the noise statlstlcs is significantly non-Gausslan and the Gaussian nolse 
assumption is not valld Statistical measurements of ambient noise data indicate that noise 
statistics may have a siguficantly non-Gaussian heavy tmled distribution m apphcation 
areas such as underwater acoustics, radar, and commu~llcation systems When the data 
exhbit strongly non-Gaussian distributions, the conventional wavek denolslng does not 
work well We propose the use of nonlmear wavelet transform, based on median interpolation, 
which performs better than linear wavelet transforms for denoislng in non-Gaussian noise 
environment We use nonlinear wavelet denoising as a robust pre-processing scheme to attain 
our objective 
In the first part of the thesis, we have considered the problem of plane wave DOA 
estimation in non-Gausslan ambient nolse We show that preprocessing of the array data 
by nonlinear wavelet denoising significantly improves the performance of plane wave DOA 
estimation technlques It is shown that, denoising leads to a significant reduction in the mean 
square errors of the est~mates, and enhancement of resolution of closely spaced sources 
In the second part of the thesis, we consider the problem of underwater acoustic 
source locahzat~on in shallow ocean which has numerous commercial as well as military 
apphcations Source localization in ocean involves estimation of three parameters, viz range, 
depth and DOA Marlne acoustlc noise, especially in shallow coastal ocean, generally has 
a non-Gaussian distribution with a heavy tad. We show that nonhnear wavelet denolslng 
significantly improves the performance of source localization technlques whch gives better 
estrmates of DOA, range and depth of the sources m shallow ocean 
In the last part of this thesis, we derlve the mathematical expressions for Cramer-Rao- 
Bound for the problems of DOA estimation of plane waves and DOA/range-depth estimation 
of underwater acoustic sources in a shallow range-independent ocean in generalized Gaussian 
nolse The CRB derlved In thls work provides the theoretical performance limits of any 
estimator for plane wave DOA estlmatlon / source locahzation m shallow ocean 
